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Abstract: The purpose of this qualitative research is to analyze the reflective thinking process of prospective elementary teacher in 
numeracy problems in terms of their mathematical disposition. The subjects in this study were 26 prospective elementary school 
teachers who had attended elementary mathematics lectures. The focus in this research is the process of mathematical reflective 
thinking in solving story problems of a two-variable linear equation system in terms of the level of mathematical disposition. The 
research instrument consisted of a disposition questionnaire, a reflective thinking ability test and the researcher himself as the main 
instrument. Good mathematical reflective thinking skills are supported by disposition, by constantly monitoring one's own 
performance, reflecting on one's own performance, reasoning on one's own performance, considering the overall situation, the habit of 
analyzing the relationship between variables, being flexible in various alternative solutions to mathematical problems and trying to 
solve mathematical problems. From the results of this study, lecturers can develop learning media, scaffolding, or teaching materials 
that accommodate different dispositional abilities of prospective teachers that can be used to improve the reflective thinking process. 
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Introduction 

One of the main domains of 21st century competence is the ability to think that must be possessed by graduates at every 
level of education (Muntazhimah et al., 2021). Thinking is a cognitive process that is always carried out by each individual 
and continues (Mentari et al., 2018). Learning mathematics is synonymous with thinking activities to develop 
competencies, skills, and attitudes (Mentari et al., 2018; Sani, 2016). Competence in solving mathematical problems is an 
important competency that must be possessed by prospective teachers in learning mathematics. Through learning 
mathematics in the 2013 curriculum, students are required to have higher-order thinking skills (Syamsuddin, 2019). One 
of the important competencies that students have as prospective mathematics teachers in facing the demands of the 21st 
century is the ability to think Reflectively (Badri et al., 2019; Widiyasari et al., 2020). The main goal of Dewey and 
Constructivist pragmatists is to produce reflective thinkers. That is, a person is able to re-organize and re-construct his 
performance, evaluate, and minimize mistakes made in the future (Basol & Evin Gencel, 2013). 

Literacy skills are closely related to reflective thinking processes, where reflective thinking is a critical thinking process to 
make judgments (Rakhmawati & Mustadi, 2021). Furthermore, some literature provides information that a dialogical 
approach through reflective activities can develop numeracy skills (Jones & Tanner, 2008). The process of reflective 
thinking is a high-level skill that can trigger students to think critically so that it makes it easier for someone to develop 
their literacy skills and solve complex problems (Rakhmawati & Mustadi, 2021). 

Through Regulation of the Minister of Education and Culture Number 23 of 2015 concerning character development, the 
Government made a policy on the National Literacy Movement to improve literacy culture in schools, communities and 
families. Numerical literacy is one of the basic literacy that can be implemented starting from basic to higher education. 
Numerical literacy (Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan [Ministry of Education and Culture], 2017) is knowledge 
and skills in using numbers and symbols related to basic mathematics to solve practical problems in everyday life, 
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analyzing information displayed in the form of tables, graphs, and diagrams to be able to predict or give interpretations. 
and make decisions based on the results of the analysis. In simple terms, numeracy literacy is the ability of a person or 
individuals to use number concepts and mathematical arithmetic operations skills to solve math problems in everyday life. 
For example, a student learns to divide an integer by another integer. When the first number is not divisible, there will be a 
remainder, but in everyday life it is not done mathematically such as rounding up or rounding down. For example, if there 
are 40 people traveling and transported by minibus with 12 people, mathematically the minibus needed is 3.3333 so that it 
is rounded down to 3 minibuses. What if the seat is only occupied by one person? This means that there are 4 people who 
do not get a seat so that the required minibus is 4 pieces. Numerical literacy is a part of mathematics but learning 
mathematics is not necessarily able to grow numeracy skills. In numeracy literacy skills, reflective thinking skills are 
needed so that someone can make the right decisions. The ability to think reflectively also contributes to the achievement 
of learning outcomes (Ghanizadeh, 2017). 

Meyer divides the notion of thinking into three basic ideas, namely cognitive thinking that results from habits, thinking is a 
process that involves some manipulation and a series of knowledge in the cognitive system, and thinking is the result of 
habits in solving problems or finding solutions (Demirel et al., 2015). Generating reflective thinkers is the main goal of 
Dewey's constructivist and pragmatic approach (Basol & Evin Gencel, 2013). Sezer, 2008) stated that someone who is 
accustomed to reflective thinking can consciously control active learning, access what is known, what needs to be known, 
and how to bridge the gap (Jado, 2015). Reflective thinking can train a person's habits to learn more deeply, diligently, 
increase motivation, analyze and evaluate their own learning (Gürol, 2011).  

But in fact, the majority of teachers prioritize giving assessments rather than feedback (Choy & Oo, 2012). Indonesia is a 
country that has very low numeracy literacy skills, compared to countries in Southeast Asia (Ambarwati & Kurniasih, 
2021). The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 2018 results released by the Organisation for 
Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) also show that the average math score of Indonesian students is ranked 
7th from the bottom (73) reaching 379 with an OECD average score of 487 (Tohir, 2019). In particular, the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Target 4.6 calls on all countries of the world to "ensure that all youth and a 
proportion of adults, both men and women, achieve literacy and numeracy" by 2030 (see: https:// 
sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg4). This explicitly implies that there are serious gaps in literacy and numeracy around 
the world. The school's role in supporting this, particularly related to numeracy literacy and character education was 
reviewed by observations and interviews at state junior high school namely SMP Negeri 3 Sukawati. The review states that 
the implementation of the development of numeracy literacy and character education has not been carried out optimally 
(Widiantari et al., 2022). 

Definition of reflective thinking process according to (Akpur, 2020) namely efforts to rationalize problems, build 
relationships between ideas, experiences, knowledge, perceptions, past understandings, reasoning and choose the right 
strategy to solve problems. This is in line with (Hidayat et al., 2021) which states that reflective thinking is an effort to 
connect old knowledge in order to determine the right strategy for solving problems. Reflective is an active or continuous 
thought process about what has been learned so that the impact, if someone is accustomed to thinking reflectively, the 
memory of a knowledge will last a long time and increase learning potential (Farahian et al., 2021). (Kember et al., 2000) 
describes the reflective thinking process into four stages, namely: habitual action, understanding, reflection, and critical 
reflection. (Ryan & Ryan, 2013) constructing a reflective thinking process which consists of 4 levels, namely reporting and 
responding, relating, reasoning and reconstructing. Pappas developed a taxonomy of reflective thinking from the lowest to 
the highest level to see how far a person's reflective thinking ability is (Syamsuddin, 2019). The taxonomy of reflective 
thinking can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Taxonomy of Reflective Thinking 
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In Figure 1 the lowest level of reflective thinking ability is remembering which can be represented by the question "what 
do I do?", understanding which can be represented by the question: "Is something important", Applications that can be 
represented by the question "Can I use this again?", analysis that can be represented by the question "Are there other 
patterns?", Evaluation which can be represented by the question "How should I do?". The highest level of this taxonomy is 
the creation which is represented by the question “What should I do next?”. The mathematical reflective thinking process 
in this study consisted of four stages, namely reflecting on mathematical problem situations, sensitivity, experience in 
solving problems and self-reflection. 

Students' reflective thinking skills are as important as teachers' reflective thinking skills (Tuncer & Ozeren, 2012). 
Elementary School Teacher Education (PGSD) students as prospective elementary school teachers must get used to 
thinking reflectively, reflecting on what has been done and how to reflect it (Mirzaei et al., 2014). However, what happened 
in the field was very different from expectations. Students of the PGSD FKIP UGJ Study Program are not used to analyzing 
the answers to the problems given, evaluating, concluding, and reflecting so that they get the best solution from what they 
have done. Lecturers only pay attention to the final result, without seeing how the problem-solving process is. This is in 
line with (Gürol, 2011) which states that reflective thinking is often a process that is ignored by lecturers, because 
lecturers only focus on the final answer obtained, without paying attention to how the students respond. Whereas talking 
about the purpose of teacher education programs is to equip them with technically competent, reflective and self-critical 
(Mentari et al., 2018). When referring to the problem-solving steps according to Polya, the last stage is "checking again", if 
they have found a solution, students tend to feel satisfied and end the learning process (Hajar et al., 2018). There have been 
many studies which state that one way that can help teachers improve reflective thinking skills is to develop reflective 
thinking processes (Widiyasari et al., 2020). Therefore, both students and teachers (prospective teachers) need to review 
and reflect on their routines regularly, looking for ways to come up with strategies to help them become reflective thinkers 
(Naghdipour & Emeagwali, 2013). 

In learning mathematics, there are three aspects of ability that play an important role in the success of learning so that 
students must have the affective, cognitive and psychomotor abilities (Waluya & Asikin, 2021). There is a strong and 
positive relationship between the ability to think reflectively, problem solving and attitude (Demirel et al., 2015). Someone 
who has the ability to think mathematically reflectively will develop a disposition (attitude) and support each other 
(Haryati et al., 2017). Mathematical disposition is an attitude that describes perception, self-confidence, diligent, flexible 
thinking in solving problems and exploring various alternative solutions (Kartono et al., 2014) According to Sumarmo et al. 
(as cited in Hendriana et al., 2017) indicators of mathematical disposition include monitoring one's own performance, 
reflecting on one's own performance, reasoning on one's own performance, considering the overall situation, the habit of 
analyzing relationships between variables, being flexible in various alternative solutions to mathematical problems and 
trying to solve problems. in solving math problems.  

Several studies related to reflective thinking skills have been carried out. However, there is no research that examines the 
mathematical reflective thinking process of elementary school teacher candidates in terms of their mathematical 
disposition. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to describe how the mathematical reflective thinking process of 
elementary school teachers in terms of their mathematical disposition. 

Methodology 

This type of research is a descriptive qualitative, that aims to obtain the results of the analysis of the mathematical 
reflective thinking process of elementary school teachers in terms of their disposition. This research was conducted at 
Swadaya Gunung Jati University (UGJU) Cirebon in the even semester of the 2020/2021 academic year from May to June 
2021. The research subjects were 26 PGSD students, then grouped into three categories based on the results of filling out 
mathematical disposition questionnaire by students. The three categories are students with high (H), medium (M), and low 
(L) disposition abilities. The grouping of the three categories refers to the rating scale according to (Azwar, 2013) that is: 

Table 1. Criteria for Students' Mathematical Disposition Category 

Score Criteria 

Score < �̅� − 
1

2
𝑠  Low 

�̅� −  
1

2
𝑠 ≤ Score ≤ �̅� +

1

2
𝑠  Medium 

Score  > �̅� +
1

2
𝑠 High 

The instruments in this study were the researcher, interview guide, mathematical disposition questionnaire and 
mathematical reflective thinking ability test. Before being given to research subjects, these two instruments have been 
validated constructively and content by experts through the Forum Group Discussion. The data analysis technique goes 
through 3 stages according to Miles and Huberman (Miles & Huberman, 1994) namely: (1) Data reduction, (2) Data 
display, (3) Conclusion. The test results were analyzed using qualitative data analysis based on the process of 
mathematical reflective thinking skills. 
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The mathematical disposition questionnaire consists of six aspects studied, namely monitoring one's own performance, 
reflecting on one's own performance, reasoning on one's own performance, considering the overall situation, the habit of 
analyzing relationships between variables, being flexible in various alternative solutions to mathematical problems, and 
trying to solve problems. mathematics. The answer choices on this scale are never, sometimes, often and always. In the 
questionnaire with positive statements, a score of 4 for the answer is always, 3 for the answer often, 2 for the answer 
sometimes and 1 for the answer never. In the questionnaire with negative statements, a score of 4 for the answer was 
never, 3 for the answer sometimes, 2 for the answer often and 1 for the answer always. 

Students' reflective thinking processes can be described through in-depth interviews. The structured interview guide 
instruments can be seen in table 2. 

Table 2. Interview Guide Instruments 

Reflective Thinking Process  Reflective Ability Descriptors Structured Questions 
Reflection of the problem 
situation 1. Explain the problem in the problem 

in your own words. 
2. Analyze any information contained 

in the questions. 
3. Identify the adequacy of data to 

solve the problem. 
  

1. What do you understand from the 
problem situation in the problem? 

2. Give an explanation, what information is 
contained in the question? 

3. What is known and asked in this 
question? 

4. Is the information contained in the 
problem sufficient to solve it? 

Reflection of sense based on 
the problem situation 

1. Connecting problems with daily life 
2. Explain the strategy/method used 

to solve the problem. 
3. Identify concepts/materials related 

to the question 
4. Analyzing prerequisite material in 

problem-solving. 

1. Have you ever encountered a problem 
like this in your daily life? can be 
explained? 

2. What strategy will you use to solve this 
problem? 

3. What mathematical concepts do you 
need? 

4. Is there any prerequisite material needed 
to solve the problem? 

Reflection of experience 
based on solution 

1. Describes the steps to solving the 
problem based on the strategy that 
has been designed. 

2. Elaborating questions  
3. Evaluating the answers that have 

been obtained  

1. Self-reflection 

Self-reflection  1. Comparing questions with previous 
experiences 

2. Reviewing the obstacles 
encountered in solving the problem 

3. Creating or creating new original 
ideas 

1. Have you ever done something like this 
before? 

2. Is this question easy, normal or difficult? 
Why? 

3. After doing this problem, what ideas do 
you get? 

Numerical literacy is the knowledge and skill to (a) use a variety of numbers and symbols related to basic mathematics to 
solve practical problems in various contexts of everyday life and (b) analyze information presented in various forms 
(graphs, tables), charts, etc.) and then use the interpretation of the results of the analysis to predict and make decisions 
(Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan [Ministry of Education and Culture], 2017). 

Before the mathematical reflective thinking ability test is given to prospective elementary school teachers, the quality of 
each item is seen through a Forum Group Discussion (FGD) with experts, then using validity and reliability tests. The 
results of the validity test for each question using Pearson product-moment correlation with the SPSS 24 software can be 
seen in the Table 3. 

Table 3. Validation Criteria 

Number Test Validity Index  Level of Validity 
1 0,56 Medium 
2 0,82 High 

Based on the results of the validity test, three questions were considered valid criteria. Furthermore, the results of the 
reliability test using Cronbach’s alpha with SPSS 24 software can be seen in table 4. 
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Table 4. Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 
.653 2 

Based on table 4, the Cronbach’s alpha value is 0.653 including the test criteria that are reliable or consistent. From the 
validity and reliability test and FGD, then the questions can be used to measure students' mathematical reflective thinking 
process. The data analysis technique goes through 3 stages according to Miles and Huberman (Sukestiyarno, 2020), 
namely: (1) data reduction, (2) data display, (3) conclusion. 

Findings / Results 

Data on the mathematical disposition of prospective elementary school teachers was obtained through a questionnaire 
distributed via google form (https://forms.gle/i5G5XdnUv7XnX66e8). The results of the analysis of students' 
mathematical dispositions can be seen in Table 5 below: 

Table 5. Mathematical Disposition of Level III Students 

Criteria Amount 
Low 8 
Medium 10 
High 8 

Then from the group of students' dispositions, two research subjects were selected which were considered the most 
representative of other students in one group. In addition, this selection is based on students who can communicate well 
and have time to meet face-to-face with researchers. Each subject will be interviewed by researchers about the reflective 
thinking process of each question they have worked on. The problem of reflective thinking ability consists of 2 description 
questions. 

Mathematical Reflective Thinking Process Low Disposition Research Subjects (SPDR) 

The mathematical reflective thinking process of prospective teachers can be traced to question number 1 below. 

During recess, Siti went to the cooperative to buy 5 chocolates and 3 glasses of mineral water for Rp. 7000.00. At the same 
time, Dian bought 3 chocolates and 3 glasses of mineral water at the same cooperative for Rp. 6,000.00. If the Princess pays 
with money, Rp. 10,000.00 while she bought 2 chocolates and 1 glass of mineral water, how much money did Putri receive 
back? 

An in-depth interview on SPDR-1 was held on June 6, 2021 through face-to-face. The explanation of the interview 
transcript related to question no. 1 as follows: 

Researcher (R): What information do you know from the problem situation in the problem? 

SPDR-1 : So that's what she asked for her daughter's change when she bought 2 chocolates and mineral water for 
Rp. 10.000. the first known 5 chocolates and 3 mineral water for Rp. 7000. The second, 3 chocolates and 3 
glass mineral water for Rp. 6.000 

R  : What is the first thing that comes to mind to solve the problem? 

SPDR-1  : First you have to know the price of 1 chocolate and then how much is the price of 1 glass of mineral 
water first, ma'am… If you have found the money that was Rp. 10.000, how much did you use for 2 chocolates and 1 
mineral water.. Then you know the change. 

R  : Is the data sufficient to solve the problem? Try you reflect, how do you solve the problem? 

SPDR-1 : Enough ma'am… first, let's see the price of chocolate is Rp. 1.100 and water mineral Rp 500. 

R  : Where did you get that price from? 

SPDR-1 : guessing ma'am... if I sell chocolate and mineral water at the shop, the price is roughly like that 

R  : if you put it into equation 1 what is the result? 

SPDR-1  : Rp. 7.000 maam…. 

R  : What about equation 2? 

SPDR-1  : Rp. 4,800 ma'am… that's why I am confused, ma'am…. 

The results of SPDR-1 and SPDR-2 answers can be seen in Figure 2 below. 

https://forms.gle/i5G5XdnUv7XnX66e8
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Figure 2. SPDR-1 and SPDR-2 Answers 

Based on Figure 2 and the results of in-depth interviews with SPDR-1, information was obtained that SPDR-1 could reflect 
the information contained in the questions, understand what was asked, and be known. At stage Reflection of sense based 
on the problem situation, SPDR-1 is sensitive to the question, namely with the statement "must find the price of 1 chocolate 
and mineral water first, ma'am, how much do you use, then the change will be from Putri's money minus the total 
expenditure". In the Reflection of experience based on the solution stage, SPDR-1 solves the problem by estimating the 
price of chocolate and mineral water based on the actual price in real life and the results are in accordance with equation 1. 
So directly the price of 1.100 chocolate and 500 mineral water is obtained as shown in the Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Reflective Thinking Process 

The researcher asked to do the process of substituting the price into equation 2, namely 3 chocolates and 3 mineral water. 
The results of this process can be seen in Figure 4 below. 

 

Figure 4. Reflective Thinking Process 

Based on Figure 4, the total of 3 chocolates and 3 glasses of mineral water is 4.800. in this case it is different from the 
context of the question, namely 6.000. SPDR-1 realizes that the algorithm process used in solving the problem is wrong, 
but has not been able to justify it. 

Unlike SPDR-1, SPDR-2 is capable of performing mathematical modeling to solve problems. SPDR-2 is able to provide 
important information in problems, relate problems to everyday life, elaborate questions, and perform eliminations and 
substitutions. However, SPDR-2 is wrong when substituting y = 1.500 into equation 1, so the result x = 3000 obtained by 
calculation is wrong. In the self-reflection stage, SPDR-2 realized the mistake. The next researcher confirmed that if the 

SPDT 1 
SPDR 1 

Translation 

Siti : 5 chocolates and 3 mineral water IDR 7,000 
Dian : 3 chocolates and 3 mineral water IDR 6.000 
Putri : 2 chocolates and 1 mineral water IDR 2.700 
So Putri's remaining money is IDR 7,300 

SPDR 2 

Translation 

Siti : 5 chocolates + 3 mineral water = 7,000 
Dian : 3 chocolates + 3 mineral water = 6.000 
Putri : 2 chocolates + 1 mineral water = 10.000 
 

Translation 

1 chocolates = 1.100 
1 mineral water = 500 
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Translation 

Tiara’s Score = 90 
Arsy’s Score = 85 

result was x = 3.000, what was the next step taken by SPDR-2 to solve the problem. The next answer for SPDR-2 is to 
reduce the price of chocolate with the price of glass mineral water as shown in Figure 5 below. 

 

Figure 5. Reflective Thinking Process 

Based on Figure 5, SPDR-2 is in a hurry to draw conclusions and is not careful in completing arithmetic operations. This is 
evidenced by the result of subtracting 1.500 – 3.300 is 1.800. 

Furthermore, the process of mathematical reflective thinking ability of elementary school teacher candidates will be 
explored in the following question number 2. 

Anggi, Galih, Wasni, Sheren, Tiara and Arsy have taken the Mid-Semester Examination (UTS) for mathematics subjects with 
scores of 80, 74, 85, and 90 respectively. The average score of the math test became 84 by including test scores of Tiara and 
Arsy. What is the score obtained by Tiara and Arsy if the difference in their scores is 5 provided that the score obtained by 
Tiara is greater than Arsy's score? 

The results of SPDR-1 and SPDR-2 answers can be seen in Figure 6 below 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. SPDR-1 and SPDR-2 Answers Test No. 2 

Based on the results of the answers to Figure 6 and in-depth interviews with both subjects, SPDR-1 and SPDR-2 have not 
been able to understand the problem situation and have not mastered the concept of average. Both SPDR-1 and SPDR-2 
only guessed the answer based on the last digit of the question, namely 90 and 85 which happened to match the sentence 
the difference between the tiara and Arsy scores was 5. Both stated that the information in the question was lacking, this 
question was confusing, and difficult. 

Mathematical Reflective Thinking Process Medium Disposition Research Subject (SPDS) 

The results of the answers to question number 1 for SPDS-1 and SPDS-2 can be seen in Figure 7 below. 

 

 

Translation 
Siti : 5 chocolates + 3 mineral water = 7000 
Dian : 3 chocolates + 3 mineral water = 6000 
Putri : 2 chocolates + 1 mineral water = 10000 
 
Asked : Putri remaining money? 
 
Answer : 
5 chocolates + 3 mineral water = 7000 
3 chocolates + 3 mineral water = 6000 - 
 1000 
1 chocolate = 1000 
5 chocolates + 3 mineral water 
5 (1000) + 3 mineral water = 7000 
5000 + 3 mineral water = 7000 
3 mineral water = 2000 
1 mineral water = 666 

 
 
so the price of each : 
chocolate = 1000 
mineral water = 666 
Putri = 2 chocolate + 1 mineral water 
 = 2 (1000) + 666 
 = 2000 + 666 
 = 2666 
10000 – 2666 = 7334 
So, Putri remaining money is 7334 
 

SPDS 1 

SPDS 1 

SPDR 1 

SPDS 1 

SPDS 1 

SPDR 2 
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Siti buy 5 chocolate 
3 mineral water  
Dian buy 3 chocolate 
3 mineral water 
If Putri pay 10000  → buy 2 chocolate and 1 mineral 
water, how much money did Putri receive? 
Answer : 
5𝑥 + 3𝑦 = 7000 
3𝑥 + 3𝑦 = 6000 – 
2𝑥          = 1000 

𝑥 =  
1000

2
 

 
𝑥 = 5000 → 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 
 
5𝑥 + 3𝑦 = 7000 
5(5000) + 3𝑦 = 7000 
25000 + 3𝑦 = 7000 
3𝑦 = 7000 − 25000 

𝑦 =  
7000 − 25000

3
 

𝑦 =  
−18000

3
 

𝑦 =  −6000 → 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒  
 
  

Figure 7. Reflective Process 

Based on Figure 7 and in-depth interviews with SPDS-1 and SPDS-2, information is obtained that both subjects understand 
the problem situation, have sensitivity to questions, solve problems systematically and are able to elaborate on questions. 
However, SPDS-1 and SPDS-2 are less thorough in solving the problem calculations. The Reflection of sense based on 
problem situation SPDS-1 states that the first thing to look for is the price of one chocolate and a glass of mineral water. 
SPDS-1 performs the elimination process on these two equations without doing any mathematical modeling first. The 
Reflection of experience based on solution stage, SPDS-1 and SPDS 2 do not re-evaluate the price of a chocolate and 
mineral water that has been obtained. SPDS-1 and SPDS-2 realized their mistake when the researcher guided the 
completion process in the interview session. 

An in-depth interview on SPDS-2 was held on June 6, 2021 through face-to-face. The explanation of the interview 
transcript related to question no. 2 as follows: 

P  : What information do you know from the problem situation in the problem? 

SPDS-2  : Anggi scores 80, Galih 74, Wasni 85, and Sheren 90. Then I think about the score Tiara 90. The difference 
is 5. So Arsy's score is 85, mom... 

P  : where did you get the Tiara 90 score from? 

SPDS-2  : from guessing ma'am..find the largest value continues to be divided by 5, ma'am…… 

P  : Is the information in the question sufficient to answer what? asked? 

SPDS-2  : Not yet, ma'am, because Tiara and Arsy's scores are not yet known 

P  : That's the two scores asked? 

SPDS-2  : hehehe... yes, I'm confused, Maam... 

Furthermore, the results of the answers to question number 2 for SPDS-1 and SPDS-2 can be seen in Figure 8 below. 

SPDS 2 

Price IDR 7000 

Price IDR 6000 

SPDS 2 
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Answer : 
Tiara’s Score = 90 
Arsy’s Score = 90 – 5 = 85 
So the score obtained by Tiara is 90,  
while the score obtained by Arsy is 85. 

 
 
 
 
  

 

 
Answer : 
Tiara’s Score = 90 
Arsy’s Score = 90 – 5 = 85 
So the score obtained by Tiara is 90,  
while the score obtained by Arsy is 85. 

 
 

Figure 8. Reflective Thinking Process 

Based on the results of the answers to Figure 2 and in-depth interviews with both subjects, SPDS-1 and SPDS-2 have not 
been able to understand the problem situation and have not mastered the concept of average. Both SPDS-1 and SPDS-1 
only guessed the answer based on the last digit of the question, namely 90 and 85 which happened to match the sentence 
the difference between the value of tiara and Arsy was 5. SPDS-2 determined the Tiara score of 90 based on the largest 
score and then divided by 5 to get the Arsy score. Both stated that the information in the questions was lacking, the 
questions were confusing, and difficult. Both research subjects can solve the average problem if the overall value is known. 
From this it can be concluded that SPDS-1 and SPDS-2 have not done much on higher order thinking skills (HOTS) 
questions. 

Mathematical Reflective Thinking Process Subjects of High Disposition Research 

The presentation of the interview results at the SPDT was held on June 6th, 2021 through a zoom meeting. The transcript of 
the interview is as follows: 

Researcher(R): From question number 1 that was done earlier, do you understand the problem situation in the question? 

SPDT-1 : Understood, ma'am, from the problem we are looking for how much the total price that the daughter bought is 2. 
1 water chocolate with 10,000 mother's  money 

R  : Okay, then what information did you get from that question? 

SPDT-1 : The purchase price of 5 chocolates plus 3 water is 7000, and there are also those who buy 3 chocolates 
plus 3 water for a total of 6000 money. What is being asked here is how much money was spent when 
buying 2 chocolates and 1 water with 10,000 mothers money. 

R  : Okay… Is the information contained in the problem sufficient to solve what asked? 

SPDT-1 : Yes, Mother, because here it is clearly described the total money spent every child, from there we can find the 
price per food first ma'am, first ma'am…It's easy for me to find the price per food, just this time, ma'am… it's clear, ma'am… 

R  : If you reflect back, have you ever encountered a problem like this in everyday life? 

SPDT-1 : Ever mom...  

R  : Can you explain what the problem is, Um? 

SPDT-1 : Like when we go to a restaurant, we don't know the price of the food… After that We charter ourselves how many 
total foods we buy and how many types, then we divide Ma'am by the total price because we ask for a bill to distinguish 
which one is food and which one is a drink with the same product. 

R  : Okay, then if there is a problem like in question number 1, what strategy is there? general thought to 
solve it?  

R  : What mathematical concepts are used? 

SPDS 1 

SPDS 1 

SPDS 2 

SPDS 2 
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SPDT-1  : about arithmetic, substitution and elimination… 

R  : Is there any prerequisite material, Um? 

SPDT-1  : mmm… we have to master multiplication first, ma'am… 

R  : OK.. Well now try to remember what uum did for solve question number 1 earlier? 

SPDT  : First, we eliminate the same number first, ma'am ... here it is known 5 chocolate plus three water for 
seven thousand, with three chocolates plus three water for six thousand. Here we are times one all… five times one five, 
three times one three, three times one three, three times one three by seven thousand times one seven thousand and six 
thousand times one six thousand. Then subtract. Here there are five chocolates minus 3 chocolates, that produces 2 
chocolates, so then 3 water minus three water is gone, ma'am… seven thousand minus six thousand remaining a thousand 
mothers… then we divide… one thousand divided by two chocolates. Therefore, the result of one chocolate is five hundred 
mothers. 

R  : Have you finished the work? 

SPDT-1  : Already , this is the price of one chocolate, then we will substitute it into the first equation 

R  : yeah, okay… next? 

SPDT-1  : Well here the price of 5 chocolates + 3 water = 7.000. means 5 times five hundred plus three water.. we 
look for the price of the water first ma'am… well here we move the segment 2.500 to the right, so 7.000 – 2.500 then 
produces 4.500. So 3 water costs 4.500… the price of one mineral water will be divided by Maam… 4.500 : 3… so each 
water price is 1500. 

R  : Are you sure the answer is? 

SPDT-1  : Just a moment ma'am…. (looks counting again) Are you sure mom... 

R  : Does that mean it's done? 

SPDT-1  : Not yet ma'am…. Because they asked for a refund… 

R  : What next…? 

SPDT-1  : Because here it is known that the child bought 2 chocolates and 1 water, then we will substitution 
ma'am…Two times 500 plus one times 1.500. So it produces 1.000 + 1.500 equals 2500. So the child's snack is 2.500 
ma'am… 

R  : Already completed? 

SPDT-1  : Not yet ma'am. So the rest of the child's pocket money is 10.000-2.500 =  

 7.500 ma'am 

R  : After you got the answer, you rechecked or no? 

SPDT-1  : Yes Ma'am, mmm… from the end result of each step ma'am.. how ma'am Oh… At a price of 2 the 
chocolate is 1000, how much is it divided by two. Is it 500. So I checked it per unit ma'am... 

P  : Is there another way to solve this problem? 

SPDT-1  : Don't know maam.. 

P  : Have you ever worked on this problem Um? 

SPDT-1  : Ever Maam… 

P  : This question is easy, difficult or normal um…? 

SPDT-1  : Hehehehe, if the general level is easy, ma'am... 

P  : Can questions like this be given to elementary school children? 

SPDT-1 : Most likely high-class children can ma'am… by making things easier ma'am… 

P  : Like what? 

SPDT-1  : Yes, ma'am, for example, Andi bought two cakes at a price of Rp. 1.000, how much for each? the price of 
each cake? So, the child can share ma'am. It can also use real money for example ma'am…. 

In addition to SPDT-1, researchers also conducted in-depth interviews on SPDT-2. The answers to the SPDT-1 and SPDT-2 
questions can be seen in Figure 9 below. 
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Known : 
Siti buy 5 chocolate and 3 water 7000 
Dian buy 3 chocolate and 3 water 6000 
Putri buy 2 chocolate and 1 water 10000 
 
Asked: 
How much Putri remaining money? 
 
Answer : 
5 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 3 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 7000 
3 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 +  3 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 6000 – 
2 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 1000 

=  
1000

2
 

= 500 
5 (500) + 3 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 7000 
2500 + 3 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 7000 
3 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 7000 − 2500 
3 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 4500 

𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 =  
4500

3
 

𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 1500 
So, Putri Spent money = 2 (500) + 1 (1500) 

  = 1000 + 1500 
  = 2500 

So, Putri’s remaining  money is 10000 – 2500 = 7500 
 
 

 

For example :  
x = chocolate 
y = mineral water 
5x + 3y = 7000 
3x + 3y = 6000 
2x = 1000 
x = 1000

2
= 500 

5x + 3y = 7000 
5 (500) + 3y = 7000 
2500 + 3y = 7000 
3y = 7000 – 2500 
3y = 4500 
Y = 4500

3
= 1500 

Price one chocolate 500 
  

Figure 9. SPDT-1 and SPDT 2 in Solving Problem No. 1 

Based on the analysis of interview transcripts and answers to questions in Figure 2, SPDT-1, understands the problem 
well, can elaborate on questions, works with systematic and detailed algorithms. In the reflection of sense based on 
problem situation stage, SPDT-1 did not complete the method with mathematical modeling. The concept of elimination and 
substitution in a two-variable linear equation system is well mastered by SPDT-1. Furthermore, based on the results of in-
depth interviews SPDT-2 is able to understand problems, perform mathematical modeling, elaborate questions, provide 
examples of questions similar to problems in everyday life and work with systematic and detailed algorithms. However, at 
the reflection of experience based on solution stage, SPDT-2 forgot what was asked in the question. SPDT-2 does not 
review the answers obtained with the questions. 

Furthermore, the results of SPDT-1 and SPDT-2 answers in solving question number 2 can be seen in Figure 3 below. 

SPDT 2 

SPDT 1 
SPDT 1 

SPDT 2 
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Known : 
Anggi, Galih. Sheren, Tiara and Arsy have followed the 
mid test with score : 80, 74, 85, 90. The average test 
score of 84 with include of tiara scores. 
Question :  
What is Tiara's score and Arsy If the difference in score 
= 5 with provided that the Tiara score is greater than 
Score Arsy?  
Answer : 
80 + 74 + 85 + 90 = 329 
Average = 84 
Student = 6 
Solution : 84 x 6 = 504 – 329 = 175

2
= 87.5 

Score Tiara = 87.5 
 
 

 

Average = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡
 

84 =  
329 + 𝑥 + 𝑦

6
 

84 × 6 = 329 + 𝑥 + 𝑦 
504 = 329 + 𝑥 + 𝑦 
504 − 329 = 𝑥 + 𝑦 
175 = 𝑥 + 𝑦 
the total value of Tiara and Arsy is 175. the difference in value or 
the score of both is 5 provided that Tiara's score is greater than 
Arsy score. 
Then Tiara's score = 90 and the Arsy’s score  = 85 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. SPDT-1 and SPDT 2 in Solving Problem No. 2 

Based on Figure 10 and interview transcripts for tracing the reflective thinking processes of prospective elementary school 
teachers, information is obtained that SPDT-1 and 2 are able to master statistical concepts associated with linear equations 
of two variables. SPDT-1 and 2 understand the problem well, can solve the problem according to the strategy used. In the 
Reflection of experience based on solution stage, SPDT-1 does not evaluate the answers that have been obtained. When 
confirmed, SPDT-1 thought back if the six values were added up, namely: 80+74+85+90+87.5+82.5 = and not 504. From 
the reflective thinking process, SPDT-1 was confused about connecting the concept of the average answer. At the time of 
self reflection, SPDT-1 was confused with the word that the difference in the value of Arsy and Tiara was equal to 5. While 
SPDT-2 used predictions to determine the scores of Tiara and Arsy. 

R : After knowing the value of Tiara and Arsy is 175, then how do you do it? get the value of Tiara 90 and 
Arsy 85? 

SPDT-2  : 170: 2 Ma’am… 

R  : Where did the 170 come from?  

SPDT-2  : Out of 175 ma'am, 5 of them are stored first so that it is easy to calculate. 

R  : If 175:2 is it difficult to count? 

SPDT-2  : It's easy, ma'am. It means that the tiara score is greater than 5, so the 5 are immediately separated, 
ma'am 

R  : What method do you use? is that you? 

SPDT-2  : Prediction ma'am, hehehe... 

Whereas from this a mathematical model can be formed. Furthermore, this equation is eliminated by. From this it can be 
concluded that SPDT-1 and SPDT-2 do not understand the concept of mathematical modeling. This is in line with the 

statement 𝑥 − 𝑦 = 5 ; where x is Tiara′s score and y is Arsy′s score. 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 175 (Tanisli & Kose, 2013) that some pre-
service teachers have misconceptions and difficulties regarding the concepts of variables, algebraic expressions, 
equivalence and equality. Based on the SPDT-1 mathematical disposition questionnaire, it was found that SPDT-1 worked 
continuously without matching it with the original plan. While SPDT-2 tends to solve math problems part by part 
separately. 

  

SPDT 1 

SPDT 1 

SPDT 2 

SPDT 2 
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Discussion 

From the two research subjects of prospective teachers with low dispositions, information was obtained that SPDR-1 and 
SPDR-2 had not mastered the system of linear equations of two variables and the concept of the average. In solving the 
problem of a system of linear equations with two variables, the two research subjects are more into guessing (illogical and 
systematic). The results of this study are also in line with (Irfan & Rahardi, 2018) who found that students used non-
standard methods such as divided, multiplied, subtracted, and added to solve the proportion problem. In the aspect of 
disposition, it was revealed that the two subjects did not re-check the answers to the math problems that had been done, 
did not look for the relationship between the information provided before solving mathematical problems, did not think 
that compiling mathematical models helped solve problems, and did not feel challenged by different math problems with 
examples. 

Based on the results of the two subjects with moderate dispositions, information was obtained that both of them were able 
to master the material but were not careful in working on the questions. SPDS-1 and SPDS-2 only answer from the 
question by doing the imitation procedure (Depaepe et al., 2015; Lemonidis, 2008). They don't reflect on what they've 
done (Irfan et al., 2019). This can be seen from the answer to the value of money in the form of a decimal and the value of 
money with a negative sign. If the prospective teacher does not master the theory/concept, it will be a problem in relating 
it to real-life situations (Dede & Soybaş, 2011). Furthermore, based on the results of the disposition questionnaire, SPDS-1 
and SPDS-2 also rarely re-check the mathematical answers obtained and SPDS-1 assumes that checking the adequacy of all 
existing components before solving mathematical problems is just a waste of time and does not think that compiling 
mathematical models helps solve problems. problem. Furthermore, SPDT-1 and SPDT-2 did not understand the concept of 
mathematical modeling. This is in line with the statement (Tanisli & Kose, 2013) that some pre-service teachers have 
misconceptions and difficulties regarding the concepts of variables, algebraic expressions, equivalence and equality. Based 
on the SPDT-1 mathematical disposition questionnaire, it was found that SPDT-1 worked continuously without matching it 
with the original plan. While SPDT-2 tends to solve mathematics problem part by part separately. 

Reflective thinking is doing analysis, making judgments about what has happened and giving meaning with a deeper 
understanding and connecting experiences or ideas with others (Hino, 2016; Rodgers, 2002). Betne state that reflective 
thinking occurs after problem solving is carried out with the aim of checking for errors in the concepts used and trying to 
justify them, so that they can develop students' skills in using mathematical concepts (Agustan et al., 2017). Mathematical 
reflective thinking is built based on understanding concepts and making mature decisions when facing mathematical 
problems (Gürol, 2011). When students have good reflective thinking skills, students will be better able to develop their 
numeracy literacy skills (Rakhmawati & Mustadi, 2021). This statement is in line with (Sellings et al., 2018), which states 
that to improve numeracy literacy skills can be built through reflective thinking activities consisting of critical discourse, 
analysis of misconceptions, and making questions. 

If numerical literacy leads to the desired result, which involves various skills to be able to acquire, interpret, use, and 
communicate various kinds of numbers and mathematical symbols to solve practical problems in various contexts of 
everyday life and be able to analyze information that is displayed in various forms. graphs, tables, charts, etc.) to make 
decisions, so reflective thinking focuses on the process of making judgments about what has happened. From the results of 
this study, lecturers can develop learning tools or scaffolding forms that accommodate different dispositional abilities of 
prospective elementary school teachers, always providing mathematical problems measuring problem solving skills with 
an emphasis on numeracy literacy skills. 

Conclusion  

Based on questionnaires, tests, and interview transcripts, prospective elementary school teachers who have a high 
disposition already understand the concept of linear equations of two variables, perform substitution and elimination, 
understand the concept of variables, and can provide explanations. Prospective elementary school teachers who have a 
moderate disposition, understand the concept of linear equations of two variables, but are in a hurry to work on problems 
without re-checking and using estimates in solving problems. Prospective elementary school teachers who have low 
dispositions, do not understand the concept of a two-variable linear equation system, looking for average, solving 
problems with estimates and using non-standard methods. 

From the mathematical disposition questionnaire, prospective elementary school teachers with high dispositions have 
good mathematical reflective abilities because they are able to solve all questions. Elementary school teacher candidates 
with moderate disposition levels have good mathematical reflective abilities because they can solve problems 
systematically even though the results are not precise. This is due to carelessness (less thorough). Meanwhile, prospective 
elementary school teachers with low dispositions do not have mathematical reflective abilities because all the questions 
that are done using sign estimates are based on clear concepts. Therefore, it is necessary to practice story questions with 
the type of higher order thinking skills and appropriate learning methods to accommodate these three levels of 
disposition. 
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Recommendations 

Numerical literacy is identical to contextual problem solving, so to solve them, reflective thinking skills are needed which 
can be constructed through reflective activities. That way the student error factor in solving problems can be reduced and 
can encourage students to obtain the best strategy in achieving learning objectives. To improve numeracy literacy and 
reflective thinking skills, several learning tools will be developed. Sophistication in the field of technology offers several 
learning resources that are interesting, varied, easy to use and can be accessed at any time. Therefore, in the future, 
lecturers or researchers can develop learning tools or scaffolding forms that accommodate the different dispositional 
abilities of prospective elementary school teachers. A good disposition attitude can be built through planned learning. The 
variable studied in this study is the reflective thinking process of a prospective elementary teacher in solving numeracy 
problems based on attitudes, namely dispositions. However, further research needs to be done on how to reveal the 
reflective thinking process in students at the elementary, junior high school and senior high school levels, in terms of 
cognitive aspects such as intellectual intelligence, cognitive style and others. This is done, in order to find problems in 
more detail and prepare forms of scaffolding, teaching materials, or learning media that can be used to improve the 
reflective thinking process. 

Limitations 

The research presented here is limited to finding errors in numeracy literacy questions based on the reflective thinking 
process of prospective teachers. In the next stage, mathematics learning tools and scaffolding will be developed based on 
the theory that has been built and the findings in this study. 
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